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Lab Safety Poster 
Using the “Safety Rule” you were given, design a poster that will encourage people to follow this rule and let 

viewers know what happens if they do not follow the rule. (For example: the “Right Way” vs. “Wrong Way” or a 
Cause/Effect relationship)   

Use words and pictures to get your message out. You may write or type any words on your poster, but remember, 
neatness counts!  Use colors to enhance your design and make your poster a work of art.  Some of the best posters will 
be displayed around the room. 

**Please turn this page in with your poster!! 

 4 3 2 0 

Rule 
clearly stated, 
neat, obvious 

written clearly on 
poster 

not clear not written 

Written 
Presentation 

very neat and 
easy to read 

(written or typed) 
neatly written 

written, but not 
very neat 

illegible 

Graphics 

Images 
correspond with 
the rule, makes 
you remember 

 Images add to 
description of the 

rule 

Images do not 
relate to the rule 

Crude or Sloppy 
work, no effort 

shown  

Visual 
Presentation 

eye-catching, 
colorful artwork, 
creative design 

color pictures, 
creative design 

pictures not 
colored, some 

creativity 

no pictures or 
creativity shown 

Technical no spelling errors 1 spelling error 2 spelling errors 3+ spelling errors
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tips for a good Poster 
 A good poster will make people STOP, READ, and REMEMBER 
 Be sure the information you put on the poster is correct! 
 Think of your poster as a billboard advertisement on this topic 
 THINK & BE CREATIVE. Come up with a catchy idea.  
 Start with a rough draft or sketch of your ideas before making your final poster.  
 Draw lightly with a pencil 1st to be sure of placement and sizing.  
 Use a ruler to lightly draw lines for titles & slogans (don’t forget to erase them!) 
 Work neatly & cleanly. Use stencils or a computer if you don’t like your handwriting.  
 Green, Red, Blue, and Black letters show up best on white paper.  
 Use short phrases, not long sentences to get your point across.  
 Be sure that all of your words are spelled correctly! 
 Make sure your poster is easy to read: don’t run words or letters together; be careful of using different colors for each 

word/letter; keep your information simple and clear.  
 Use meaningful pictures to help teach your idea or message.  

 

Safety! 


